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Date………………………………………..… M G 3 Period     

Unit   1 Unit Title:  Connected to Technology L.:  [11] Form , meaning and Function pp. 16&17 Class     

 

Objectives of the lesson New concepts /voc. Link to other curriculums Values & Patriotism 
SWBAT: 
- Use Comparative and Superlative Forms of Adjectives 
- Point out the three ways to form the comparative. 
- Talk about what you get (have) done regularly or need to get (have) done, or will get (have) - 
done soon. 
- Use Past Participles as Adjectives. 
- Practice using Have/Get Something (Done). 
- Use Need to Be (Done). 

Broken  
Cracked 
Damaged 
Create a website 
Fix my printer 
Service my laptop 

□ Art & Drawing 
□ Science 
□ Geography 
□ Math  
□ others………………… 

Example: Different roads sometimes 
lead to the same castle. 
Advice: Strength lies in differences, not 
in similarities. 
Value: Diversity 

 

Materials Strategies Teacher’s Role Students’ Role Assessment tools 

□ Data show 
□ Smart board 
□ Resources 
□ Puzzle maps 
□ Real objects 
□ Pictures & posters 
□ Flash cards  
□ Audio CD 
□ Ppt 
□ Videos 
□ Worksheets  

Others…………… 

□ cooperative 
learning 

□ Numbered-
heads 

□ Role play 
□     K.W.L. chart 
□ Concepts map 
□ Jigsaw 
□ Search &Match 
□ Touch & say 
□ The camera 
□ Hands down 
□ Think, pair, share  

others……………… 

Warm up: 
Strategy Brainstorming 
Who is the tallest one in this class? 
Procedures ( Lesson Steps): 
Strategy : deductive method 
-I will choose volunteers to read aloud the sentences in the first part of the presentation and elicit the function. I will 
ask: What is being compared in each sentence?  
-I will point out the three ways we form the comparative. I will ask: Why do we add -er to fast but add more (or less) 
before popular and expensive?  
-I will elicit that we add -er to most one-syllable adjectives when we make them comparative, and use more and less 
with most three-syllable adjectives.  
-I will ask: What word do we often use with comparative adjectives? (than)   
Strategy : grammar translation method 
-I will choose volunteers to read aloud the sentences in the next part of the chart. I will get Ss to identify the adjectives 
in the sentences. I will ask: How many different ways to learn have most likely been identified by the speaker? (three 
or more) I will elicit why -est and most have been added to the adjectives fast and popular respectively.  
- To make sure Ss understand the difference between the comparative and superlative, I will ask: Why do we use 
faster in the sentence about email and instant messaging, but we use the fastest in the sentence about F2F learning?   
Strategy : share reading 
-I will ask a student to read aloud the first item and elicit the superlative form of the given adjective. Then I will ask SS 
to do the exercise in pairs and make sentences about their country.    
-I will ask Ss to circle the choice which is true for them. -Then Ss should take it in turns giving their opinion supported 
by reasons.  
-I will read the explanation and explain that we use (needs to be + past participle verb/ have (get) something done) 
when we want someone else to perform a service for us. I will elicit more examples from Ss and write the examples on 
the board, identifying the object and highlighting the structures. 
C. Ss read through the conversation alone and answer the questions: What are the problems? Who will fix the car?  
Then, complete the exercise alone   
Assessment: 
Strategy : questioning 
Tell three ways we form the comparative.   
Closure: 
Strategy : discussion 
Why do we add -est to fast but add most  before popular and expensive?   

-Recognize the 
comparative 
and superlative 
forms. 
 
- Know the 
usage of "need 
to + pp." and" 
have or get 
something + 
pp." 
 
-Know that 
some verbs in 
past participle 
used also as 
adjectives. 
 
-Answer the 
questions. 

□ Performance 
□ Communication 
□ Observation 
□ Worksheet 
□ Questions  & 

answers 
□ Rubric 

Homework 
WB  p. 10  Ex. P 

 

 

Headmaster / Headmistress ………………………………………………                   supervisor ……………………………………………………………… 


